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1. INTRODUCTION
Optimisation problems for functionals that depend on measures appear
 within a number of contexts like optimal design theory 9 where the basic
problem is to position observation points in order to minimise the variance
of estimators, approximation of curves, and geometrical bodies where the
 measure describes the positions of the spline points 5, 11 , maximisation
of the area covered by random geometric objects with the distribution
 determined by a measure 3 , and stochastic search where a measure
 determines the search strategy 12, 13 .
These problems are basically reduced to a minimisation of a functional
Ž . Ž .F  that depends on a non-negative measure . In many cases F can
be naturally extended to the family of signed measures to exploit the fact
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that signed measures form a linear space, while non-negative measures do
not. If F is Frechet differentiable, then general necessary conditions for´
the extremum can be immediately formulated for functionals on measures.
These conditions are usually formulated using the concept of tangent sets.
The first order tangent set to a set B at a point x in a Banach space is
defined as
B x
T x  lim infŽ .B tt0
and the second order tangent set to a set B at a point x in direction
Ž .z T x is the setB
B x tz
2T x , z  lim inf .Ž .B 2t 2t0
Ž .  Both tangent sets are closed and T x is a cone; see 1 for further details.B
Ž .Note that  respectively  operation with sets designates all pairwise
Ž .sums of respectively differences between the points from the correspond-
 4ing sets, and the lower limit of a sequence of sets S , t 0 is the set oft
 4limits for all convergent sequences x , t 0 such that x  S for allt t t
t 0.
Let X be a Polish locally compact space with its Borel -algebra .
The pointed cone of all non-negative finite measures on  is denoted by
˜, while  stands for the Banach space of all signed measures on  with
bounded total variation and equipped with the total variation norm.
Although a number of results below can be extended to the space of
locally finite measures, we deliberately stick to the case of finite measures,
 typical in probabilistic applications 6 .
Let Y be a Banach space, Y be its dual space, and u  y be the
canonical bilinear form defined for y Y and u Y. Consider the
optimisation problem
F   inf, , H   C , 1.1Ž . Ž . Ž .
where  and C are closed convex subsets of  and Y, respectively;
˜ ˜F : and H : Y are Frechet differentiable functions. The´
˜Ž . derivative of F is a linear functional DF   acting on ; the
˜Ž . derivative of H is a linear operator DH   mapping  into Y. The
2 Ž .  2 Ž .  Žcorresponding second derivatives D F   , and D H   ,  if1 2 1 2
˜.they exist are bilinear forms on .
The following is the definition of Robinson’s regularity condition 10,
  Theorem 1 applied to the measure setting which, as shown in 14 ,
Žguarantees the existence and boundedness of the Lagrange multipliers see
  .also 4 for the discussion on different forms of the regularity condition .
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Ž .DEFINITION 1.1. A measure  is called regular for Problem 1.1 if
 0 core H   CDH    , 1.2 4Ž . Ž . Ž .
where core A is the set of all y A	 Y such that y ty  A for all1
y  Y and all sufficiently small positive t.1
 The following theorem, which is a synthesis of 2, Theorems 4.1 and 4.2
applied to our framework, gives first and second order necessary condi-
Ž .tions for a minimum in Problem 1.1 .
˜ ˜THEOREM 1.1. Assume that both F : and H : Y are con-
tinuous on  and twice Frechet differentiable at a regular  such´
Ž . Ž .that H   C. Then, if  is a local minimum point in Problem 1.1 ,
Ž .the following necessary optimality conditions are satisfied for all 
Ž .1T  :
 H ŽC .
 i DF    0; 1.3Ž . Ž . Ž .
2     ii if DF    0, then DF   D F   ,  0Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
2
1for all  T  ,  . 1.4Ž . Ž .
 H ŽC .
Moreoer, for each  erifying
Ž . Ž . a DF    0 and
2 2Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . Ž . .b T , , T H  , DH    C
Žthe following conditions hold: there exists a Lagrange multiplier or a Kuhn
. Ž Ž ..Tucker ector u Y such that u  y 0 for any y T H  and for theC
Ž . Ž . Ž .Lagrangian function L   F   u  H  one has
     iii DL   DF    u  DH    0Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
for all  T  ; 1.5Ž . Ž .
     iv DL   DF    u  DH    0. 1.6Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
This paper aims to characterise tangent sets in the space of measures
needed to apply the optimality condition provided by Theorem 1.1. We
describe the first and second order tangent sets to the family of all
non-negative measures on X and to the families of all absolutely continu-
ous measures and measures with bounded RadonNikodym derivatives.
These results are applied to formulate rather simple necessary conditions
for extremum in variational problems that involve functionals on mea-
 sures. The obtained necessary conditions have been used in 6 to solve a
number of optimisation problems for functionals on the inhomogeneous
Poisson process whose distribution is defined via the intensity measure of
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 the process; see also 8 . Applications to optimal design of experiments are
 considered in 7 .
2. TANGENT SETS TO THE CONE OF
NON-NEGATIVE MEASURES
In this section we characterise tangent sets to the whole family  of
˜finite non-negative measures. It should be noted that  is a cone in 
whose boundary may be extremely rich. Indeed, for non-countable X it is
possible to move from any  to a signed measure   by
adding to  a small atom or negative mass, so that the total variation
distance between  and   can be made arbitrarily small.
Further,  is the Dirac measure with the unit mass concentrated atx
x X. For a signed measure , its Jordan decomposition is written as
       ; the variation measure of  is denoted by  so that
   Ž .    X is the total variation of . Furthermore,  denotes theB
 Ž . Ž .restriction of a measure  onto a Borel set B, so that     
 B .B
We write shortly
² :g ,   g x  dxŽ . Ž .H
˜for a measurable g : X and , and  for absolute continuity.
THEOREM 2.1. Let . Then
˜ T    :    ; 2.1Ž . Ž . 4
d
2   ˜T  ,   :    or    if is bounded. 2.2Ž . Ž . 4 d
To prove this theorem we need the following result.
LEMMA 2.2. If , then
d
˜T    :    and is bounded . 2.3Ž . Ž . ½ 5d
If , additionally, dd is bounded, then
2 ˜   T  ,   :    or    and at least oneŽ . 
of the corresponding densities is bounded . 2.4Ž .4
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Proof. Let  be such that   and ddN. Then for all
tN1 the measure
d
  t 1 t x  dx   tŽ . Ž .H ž /d
Ž .is non-negative, so its distance to  is 0 and we get 2.3 .
2 Ž . 2Similarly,  T ,  if the distance from   t  t 2 to  has
Ž 2 . Ž .order o t as t0. Let now  T  be such that its density with
respect to  is bounded. Take  such that either   or  . Then
writing
t 2 d t 2 d
2    t  t 2  t   1 t  dH ž /2 d 2 d
in the first case, or
t 2 d t 2 d
2    t  t 2   1 t d t 1 dH H ž / ž /2 d 2 d 
in the second case, we see that the measures above belong to  for all
sufficiently small t if the density of  with respect to  or with respect to
 is bounded.
Remark 2.1. The statement of Lemma 2.2 does not depend on the
topology imposed on the family of measures. In contrast, the exact form of
the tangent sets depends on it. Assume that the topology satisfies the
Ž .following property: if  X  0 for a sequence of non-negative measuresn
 4 , n 1 	, then  converges to zero measure. This is true, e.g., forn n
the total variation convergence and hence for all weaker types of conver-
Ž gence: set-wise, weak, etc. This condition implies that n 
 h
4.n converges to a zero measure for any -integrable function h. There-
Ž . Ž Ž . .fore, the sequence of measures    H min h x , n d converges ton 
Ž .H h x d. Then the boundedness of the derivatives can be omitted from
Ž . Ž .2.3 and 2.4 . Indeed, in this case the closure of the set in the right-hand
˜ Ž .  4 Ž .side of 2.3 coincides with  :    . But T  is closed, so we
get the inclusion
˜ T    :    .Ž .  4
Ž . 2 Ž .The same argument applies to 2.4 , since T , is also closed.
Proof of Theorem 2.1. By Lemma 2.2 and in view of Remark 2.1, it
suffices to prove that the tangent cones are contained in the families in the
Ž . Ž .right-hand sides of 2.1 and 2.2 .
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 Ž . Ž .Assume that   ; i.e., there exists B X such that  B  0
Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .and  B   0. Then  t B t . But  B  0 for all
Ž .  so the total variation distance from   t to  has order O t
Ž .and not o t .
Similarly, if  is such that neither   nor   holds, then there
Ž . Ž . Ž .exists a Borel set B such that  B   0 but  B   B  0.
Ž 2 .Ž . 2Therefore   t  t 2 B t 2 and thus the distance be-
2 2Ž .tween   t  t 2 and  is of order at least O t .
3. TANGENT CONES TO THE FAMILY OF ABSOLUTELY
CONTINUOUS MEASURES
Consider now the family  of measures which are absolutely continu-	
ous with respect to a certain reference measure 	 and denote by N its	
convex subset
d
N   : N . 3.1Ž .	 	½ 5d	
If  , then 
 stands for its RadonNikodym derivative with respect	 
to 	. Note that the total variation distance between  ,   equals1 2 	
 d  ,       
 x  
 x 	 dx .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H1 2 1 2  1 2
X
THEOREM 3.1. If  is equipped with the topology of the total ariation	
conergence, then the first order tangent cones are gien by

T    :  	 and t
  
 , 	  o t as t0 ; 3.2Ž . Ž . Ž .¦ ;½ 5  	

N T    :  	 and t
  




 N , 	  o t as t0 , 3.3Ž . Ž .¦ ; 5 
   4where a max a, 0 . In particular,
 T  implies   ; 3.4Ž . Ž .	
 T N  implies   and  x : 
 x N  0. 3.5Ž . Ž . Ž . 4Ž . 	
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Ž .Proof. If  	 then d  t, has order t, since  	. There-	
fore, such  does not belong to T . If  	, then	
d  t ,  inf 
 x  t
 x   x 	 dxŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H	  
 ;  X 	
 
 x  t
 x  	 dxŽ . Ž . Ž .H   
 Ž x . t
 Ž x . 0 
X
Ž . Ž . Ž .that has order o t by 3.2 . Clearly, this is not the case if 3.4 is violated.
Ž . Ž .Similar arguments prove 3.3 and 3.5 .
4. FINITE NUMBER OF CONSTRAINTS
 By 2, Theorem 3.1 for a regular  one has
1
1T   T  
 DH  T H Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
 H ŽC .  C
and
T 2 1  , Ž .
 H ŽC .
 T 2  ,Ž .
1 2 2   
 DH  T H  , DH    D H   , .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .C
Below the obtained characterisation of the tangent sets are applied to
derive first and second order necessary conditions for an extremum in a
Ž .general optimisation problem 1.1 with a finite number of constraints of
the equality and inequality type,
H   0, i 1, . . . , m;Ž .i
4.1Ž .½ H   0, jm 1, . . . , k .Ž .j
 k ˜ k m 4In this particular case one has Y Y  , H : , C 0 	
Ž .km Ž  ,   , 0 , and u  y is the scalar product of vectors u and y 
in  k.
Consider an important case of constraints with derivatives admitting the
integral representation
² : DH    h , Ž .i i
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for some functions h : X, 1 i k. It is easy to see that the tangenti
1Ž .sets to 
H C are given by
T 1 Ž .
 H Ž0.
² : T  
  : h ,  0 for i 1, . . . , mŽ .  i
² :  4and h ,   0 for those j m 1, . . . , kj
for which H   0 4.2Ž . Ž .4j
² : Ž .and for  satisfying h,  C, h h , . . . , h1 k
T 2 1  , Ž .
 H Ž0.
2 ² : ² : T  ,  
  : h ,   0 for i 1, . . . , m and h ,   0Ž .  i j
 4for those j m 1, . . . , k
for which H   0 .Ž . 4j
THEOREM 4.1. Assume that the conditions of Theorem 1.1 are satisfied
and there exist measurable functions d : X and h : X, i 1, . . . , i
˜k, such that for all 
² : ² :   DF    d ,  and DH    h ,  , 4.3Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .where H H , . . . , H and h h , . . . , h . Let  be a regular local1 k 1 k
Ž .minimum of F subject to 4.1 . Assume that there exists  0 such that
i 1   and 1  ; 4.4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
ii  t  for all x X and some t t x  0. 4.5Ž . Ž . Ž .x
Ž .  4Then there exists u u , . . . , u with u  0 for those j m 1, . . . , k1 k j
Ž . ² : Ž .for which H   h ,   0 and u  0 if H   0, such thatj j j j
d x  u  h x ,  a.e.,Ž . Ž .
4.6Ž .½ d x  u  h x , for all x X .Ž . Ž .
Ž .Proof. First of all note that a measure  belongs to T  if and only if
Ž .the distance from  t to the set  is of order o t as t0. Condition
Ž .4.5 and convexity of  imply that  t  for all sufficiently smallx
Ž . Ž .t 0, so that   T  for all x X. Furthermore, 4.4 together withx 
 convexity of  imply that s for all s 1  , 1  , whence both
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Ž . Ž . and  belong to T  . Therefore, inequality 1.5 writes
² :d  u  h ,  0 for all  T  ,Ž . 
Ž .so substituting   yields the inequality in 4.6 . Finally, choosingx
² :  and  consequently yields d  u  h,   0, whence
Ž . Ž .the non-negative function d x  u  h x vanishes for -almost all x.
Ž . Ž .Remark 4.1. In the case of constraints 4.1 satisfying 4.3 , the regular-
Ž .ity condition 1.2 becomes the MangasarianFromowitz constraint qualifi-
 cation 2, p. 274 , that is, the linear independence of the gradients h , . . . , h1 m
˜and the existence of a measure  such that
² :h ,   0 for all i 1, . . . , m ,i
² :½  4h ,  0 for all j m 1, . . . , k verifying H   0.Ž .j j
4.7Ž .
Ž .Without the inequality constraints 4.7 trivially holds for  being the zero
measure.
Ž . Ž .Remark 4.2. Conditions 4.4 and 4.5 can be replaced by the condition
Ž . Ž .that 
t T  and t  T  for all x X and sufficiently small t. x 
Theorem 2.1 shows that this is indeed the case if .
Ž . Ž .Remark 4.3. Condition 4.6 was obtained by applying 1.5 to some
Ž .specific measures  from the tangent cone T  . It is easy to see that if,
 Ž . Žin addition,   T  for all Borel sets B for example, if  orB 
. , then the first order conditions from Theorem 1.1 are, in fact,	
Ž .equialent to 4.6 .
5. SPECIAL OPTIMISATION PROBLEMS
5.1. Measures with a Fixed Total Mass
Many important examples concern the optimisation problem
F   inf, ,  X  a, 5.1Ž . Ž . Ž .
called the fixed total mass problem with the total mass a. We assume that
Ž .F  is Frechet differentiable and its derivative is representable in an´
Ž .  ² : Ž . Ž .integral form DF    d , for some function d x . With H  
Ž . Ž .  X  a, the condition H   0 singles out the family of measures
Ž .  ² : Ž .with the total mass a. In this case DH    1,   X and
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Theorem 4.1 applies with , m k 1, and h  1. Namely, if1
Ž . solves 5.1 , then there exists a constant u such that
d x  u ,  a.e.,Ž .
5.2Ž .½ d x  u , for all x X .Ž .
In order to formulate the second order optimality conditions, assume
that F has at least two Frechet derivatives and the second derivative is a´
˜bilinear form on  given by
2   Ž2.D F   ,  d x , y  dx  dyŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .HH1 2  1 2
Ž2.Ž . Ž .1for some function d x, y . Take a measure  T  such that 
 H Ž0.
² : Ž .d ,   0. The second order optimality condition 1.4 now reads
Ž2.² :d ,   d x , y  dx  dy  0Ž . Ž . Ž .HH 
2 Ž .1for all  T ,  . Choose
 H Ž0.
      
 B x  B x ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .x r 2 r 21
Ž . Ž . Ž .where d x  d x  u and B x is a ball of radius r centred at x. 1  2 r
Ž .Lemma 2.2 and 4.2 yield
d

1    , is bounded and  X  0  T  ,Ž . Ž .
 H Ž0.½ 5d
² :and d ,  0. Moreover,  converges weakly to  at r vanishes, so x 2
Ž2.Ž . Ž .if the function d x , x is continuous for 	 -almost all x , x , then 1 2 1 2
we obtain the following second order necessary condition for minimum
Ž2. Ž2. Ž2.² :d ,   d x , x  d x , x  2 d x , x  0 5.3Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .  1 1  2 2  1 2
for -almost all x and x . From the characterisation of the second order1 2
Ž . tangent sets 2.2 we obtain that if   , then the smallest value of
 ² : ² :d ,  is zero, while if    , then the smallest value of d ,  is 
Ž . Ž .u d x which vanishes for -almost all x . Thus, 5.3 implies 1 1
Ž2. Ž2. Ž2.d x , x  d x , x  2 d x , xŽ . Ž . Ž . 1 2  2 2  1 2
for -almost all x and x .1 2
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5.2. Measures with a Fixed Barycentre
Let X	 d, Y d, and
H   x dx .Ž . Ž .H
X
Ž . dThe condition H   z for some z means that the barycentre of 
Ž .  ² : Ž . dis located at z. Clearly, DH    h,  for h x  x, x . By
Ž . Ž .Theorem 4.1, if  minimizes F  under the condition H   z, then
d x   x ,  a.e.,Ž .
5.4Ž .½ d x   x , for all x XŽ .
d Ž . Ž .for some   . Thus, 5.4 means that d x is linear for -almost all x.
One can show similarly that if  provides a minimum over all measures
Ž .with a given total mass and a fixed barycentre, then the function d x
must be affine for -almost all x.
5.3. Optimisation in the Class of Absolutely Continuous Measures
In this section we consider optimisation problems in the spaces  and	
N of absolutely continuous with respect to 	 measures introduced in	
Ž .Section 2; see 3.1 . As above, 
 denotes the RadonNikodym derivative
of a measure  with respect to 	. Recall the definitions of essential
extrema,
	- ess-inf f x  sup inf f x ;Ž . Ž .
B B EŽ .E : 	 E 0
	- ess-sup f x  inf sup f x .Ž . Ž .
Ž .E : 	 E 0B B E
N Ž .Note that neither  nor  satisfies 4.5 so that Theorem 4.1 is not	 	
applicable directly. However, a modification of its proof leads to the
following result.
THEOREM 5.1. Assume that the conditions of Theorem 1.1 and condition
Ž . Ž .4.3 are satisfied. Let  be a regular local minimum of F  oer 
Ž . Ž .subject to 4.1 . Then there exists u u , . . . , u with u  0 for those1 k j
 4 Ž . ² : Ž .j m 1, . . . , k for which H   h ,   0 and u  0 if H   0,j j j j
such that
Ž .i in the case  one has	
d x  u  h x  0,  a.e.,Ž . Ž .
5.5Ž .½ 	-ess-inf d x  u  h x  0;Ž . Ž .Ž .
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Ž . Nii and in the case  one has	
d x  u  h x  0,   a.e.,Ž . Ž . 
  N 4 
	-ess-sup d x  u  h x  0,Ž . Ž .Ž . 5.6
 N 4  Ž .	-ess-inf d x  u  h x  0.Ž . Ž .Ž .
  N 4 
Ž . Ž . Ž . Proof. Let  x  d x  u  h x . By Theorem 3.1 we have 	  TB 	
 Ž . ² :for all Borel sets B. So taking  	 in 1.5 we obtain  , 	  0 forB B
Ž .any B that is equivalent to the second statement of 5.5 . Put now
 Ž . Ž .consequently 
  T . Then 1.5 gives  x  0 forB
 
   4  	
 4-almost all x from 
   . Since  is arbitrary, we get the first
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .statement of 5.5 . If  satisfies 5.5 and  T , then 3.2 and 3.4	
yield
d
² : ² : ,   
 , 	   ,   0, ¦ ;d
Ž .because the first summand is non-negative and the second is 0. Thus, 5.5
Ž .turns into 1.5 .
N  NThe case  is treated similarly. Taking  	  TB
 
  N 4	  	
gives
	-ess-inf  x  0Ž .
 4
 N
Ž .and by arbitrariness of  , it implies the third statement of 5.6 . Then
  gives the second one. Finally, 
B
 
 N 4 B
 
  N 4 
Ž . Ž .yields  x  0 for any  0 and -almost all x such that  
 x
Ž .N  , that implies the first statement in 5.6 .
Ž . Ž . Ž .NFinally, if  satisfies 5.6 and  T , then 3.3 and 3.5 yield	
d d
² : ² : , 	  
  , 	    ,     ,  
  N 
  N 
 N¦ ; ¦ ;  d d
 0,
Ž . Ž .so that 1.5 implies 5.6 .
5.4. Optimisation in Product Spaces
Assume that the phase space X is represented as a direct product of
Ž .Polish spaces Z and Q. We are looking for a minimum value of F  over
all measures  that are representable as a direct product of a fixed locally
Ž .finite measure 	 on Borel -algebra  Z on Z and a probability
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Ž .measure on  Q . Note that 	 may not be a finite measure on Z. If 
denotes the family of measures  		  obtained for all finite measures
 , then the basic optimisation problem is formulated as
F   inf, , 5.7Ž . Ž .
subject to
H    E	Q  	 E  0;Ž . Ž . Ž .0H   0, i 1, . . . , m;Ž . 5.8Ž .iH   0, jm 1, . . . , k ,Ž .j
Ž .for some E Z with 0 	 E  . Note that the first constraint yields
Ž . Ž . Q  1. Assume that F  is Frechet differentiable for all  and its´
Ž .derivative is representable in an integral form 4.3 .
Similarly to Lemma 2.2, it is possible to deduce that
d
T 		    		  :    and is bounded .Ž . ½ 5d
Following the lines of the proof of Theorem 4.1 we find that if  		 
Ž .is a regular minimum point for Problem 5.7 and the derivatives of the
Ž .  ² :constraints can be represented in the form DH    h,  for some
Ž . k1 Ž .h  , h , . . . , h : X , then there exists u u , . . . , u withE	Q 1 k 0 k
 4 Ž . ² :u  0 for those j m 1, . . . , k for which H   h ,   0 andj j j
Ž .u  0 if H   0, such thatj j

d z , q  u  h z , q 	 dz  0 for -almost all qQ,Ž . Ž . Ž .H 
Z
d z , q  u  h z , q 	 dz  0 for all qQ.Ž . Ž . Ž .H 
Z
5.9Ž .
Here the inequality is obtained for  		  , while 
		  pro-q
Ž .vides the identity. If k 0, then 5.9 implies

d z , q 	 dz  u for -almost all qQ,Ž . Ž .H 
Z 5.10Ž .
d z , q 	 dz  u for all qQŽ . Ž .H 
Z
for some u, which may depend on E.
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The situation simplifies if 	 is a finite Haar measure on a group Z.
Ž .Define  B z B for any B Z and z Z. This generates trans-z
Ž .Ž . Ž .formations acting on a measure  in Z by the rule   B    B forz z
Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .all B Z and on  	  by   B	 K    B	 Kz z
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .for all B	 K Z  Q . Assume that F    F  and thez
Ž . Ž .derivative of the constraints h q  h z, q does not depend on z. Then it
Ž . Ž .is possible to put E Z in 5.8 and, noticing that neither d z, q nor
Ž . Ž .h z, q depends on z, get rid of the integral in 5.9 to obtain
d z , q  u  h q ,  a.e.,Ž . Ž .
5.11Ž .½ d z , q  u  h q , for all qQ.Ž . Ž .
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